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DESCRIPTION

67515

B. Nektar Kill All Golfers

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$7.99

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

Honey wine with tea & lemon juice. From the label: "It's been a long day. I had to hide out in my burrow for the better part of the day waiting
for those damn golfers. But today was my day, I finally did it. I didn't even need a reason. I wonder if they received total consciousness. It's
like a Cinderella story, out of nowhere, a former dancing gopher becomes a killing champion. I had my special drink, a half & half, while I got
in touch with that force in the universe that makes things happen. All I had to do was stop thinking...let things happen...and B. THE BALL." Reviewed by: Producer

55192

B. Nektar Necromangocon Mead

$7.99

N/A

N/A

Mango & black pepper honey wine. From the label: "Many years ago, a mysterious book was discovered by a group of friends in a Ferndale,
MI basement. A translation of its contents revealed the recipe for an ancient beverage using mango juice, honey, and black pepper. What
they didn't realize was that creating the beverage had dire consequences. Stricken by fear after its compleation, the friends tried to contain
the terrifying forces into this very bottle. Once opened, however, no one can say for sure if it can be conquered. Defend your soul or join us...
B. Smart - B. S-MART" - Reviewed by: Producer

57745

B. Nektar Black Fang Mead

$7.99

N/A

N/A

Honey wine with blackberry, clove & orange zest added. From the label: "Our kind has been around for centuries, living in plain sight, and yet
has remained recondite. But now, the world is ready for us to come out of the coffin. Don't be afraid. I'm going to give you the choice I never
had. The mead is the life, and it can be yours. Savor the flood of blackberry as it is penetrated by the seductive honey, clove and orange zest
in this forbidden libation. You never knew what life was until it ran out in a big gush over your lips. It's only mead, Michael. Drink up and meet
your maker. CAUTION: Keep away from sunlight. Product will not sparkle in sunlight. B. POSITIVE" "A lightly carbonated, semi-sweet mead
made with wildflower honey, blackberry juice, cloves and orange peel." - Reviewed by: Producer

58694

B. Nektar Zombies Take Manhattan Mead

$15.99

N/A

N/A

Rye Whiskey Cask-Aged Imperial Zombie Killer From the label: "We thought we had them under control. The antidote was working. But life,
or even death, finds a way. After a year of successful treatments, their bodies stopped responding and grew to nearly twice their normal size.
Now they've overrun the city. I fear it's too late for mankind. They're coming... B. Afraid" - Reviewed by: Producer

60818

B. Nektar Dwarf Invasion

$7.99

N/A

N/A

Honey wine with cherry and hops added. "The mead is inspired by a cherry lambic. We use Michigan wildflower honey as the base for this
mead, and add tart Michigan Balaton cherry juice and then dry hop it with Styrian Golding hops. The taste is sweet, tart, acidic, with a mild
bitterness from the hops. The aroma is pure heaven." From the label: "In the battle of Craft vs. Crafty, the time has come for the dwarves to
show the giants they mean business. With blades as sharp as Balaton cherries, they can cut their way through the deceit with the ease of
pure honey flowing over fresh hops. Le Nain Rouge is known to appear before a tragic event and this time is no exception. It's only a matter
of time before the dwarves declare their victory. This is no mere movement. This is dwarf invasion! B. HEAD THE GIANTS" - Reviewed by:
Producer

48939

B. Nektar Evil Genius Mead

$7.99

N/A

IPA-Style Mead From the label: "In an obscure industrial lair resides the man known only as the evil Dr. I.P.A. Using his hadron colider,
hidden deep underground, he has conducted his most remarkable experiment to-date. The result is a perfect balance of honey and hops. But
there are side-effects...his lab rats can't get enough of the stuff. And soon, neither will you. Introducing the Evil Genius. The big bang is no
longer a theory, it's your reality. Made with raw Michigan wildflower honey and hops (Chinook, Cluster, Cascade)." - Reviewed by: Producer

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

